In this paper, the wavelet analysis is used to study the ECG signal. We show that the high-frequency wavelet components of the ECG signal contain information on the functioning of the heart and can be used in diagnosis. We describe the automated classification system that separates the ECG of sick and healthy persons using only a high-frequency ECG component.
Introduction
Heartbeat represents a complex electrochemical process. It is registered in the form of electrocardiogram by skin electrodes placed in certain places of body surface. One heartbeat cycle recorded on ECG usually consists of several bursts: P wave, then QRS complex, T wave and U wave (Fig. 2) . After a while this complex of PQRSTU waves repeats. The specified waves, their sizes, sort, rhythms, intervals and PR and QT segments traditionally serve for heart diseases diagnosis. The form of waves, waves and segments' complexes duration, lengths variability of various cardiosignal intervals are analyzed. For ECG studying various statistical methods, Fourier transformation and spectrum analysis are used. More modern methods are based on wavelet analysis and artificial neural networks application [2] , [8] , [9] , [10] and [11] . In these researches it is considered that high cutoff frequency of normal (without loading) cardiosignal noticeably influencing its form does not exceed 100 Hz. That is why in such analysis ECG of higher than 100 Hz frequency is almost not considered. Moreover, for cardiogram smoothing high-frequency components are usually deleted by means of various filters. It is clear, that at that part of information registered by the cardiograph is lost. The physical origin of high frequencies of a cardiosignal is not clarified up to the end. They can include both the hardware noise and high-frequency physiological rhythms which are to a large extent consequence of heart electrical activity, as they are registered by the sensors located near heart. In the modern technical means the hardware noise are almost insignificant in comparison with physiological rhythms. That is why ECG high-frequency components reflect electrical heart activity and therefore for registration of high frequencies electrocardiographs of high resolution with sampling frequency of 5, 10, and 20 kHz are used nowadays. Effective allocation of high-frequency components is possible with the use of wavelet decomposition of signal. There are publications in which high frequencies of cardiosignal are analyzed by means of the continuous wavelet decomposition. For example, in works [5] , [6] and [7] the digitized cardiosignals with sampling rate of 5, 10 and 20 kHz and properties of cardiosignal at frequencies from 25 Hz to 400 Hz were studied. In work [12] frequency and stochastic characteristics of high-frequency cardiosignal components with the use of discrete wavelet decomposition have been analyzed.
Long ECG records of patients contain a huge amount of data. That is why detection of disease symptoms is time-consuming process which demands the detailed analysis of all ECG data length. Reliable automatic classification and system detecting ECG parameters' anomalies would guarantee more exact diagnostics and significant facilitation of cardiogram "decoding". Therefore creation of the automated system detecting ECG parameters' anomalies and ECG classification is an urgent task. In this direction certain results based on studying of low-frequency ECG characteristics are achieved, e.g. [8] , [10] and [11] . Nowadays, the problem of creation of the automated systems of ECG classification considering high-frequency components is open issue.
In this paper a new design method of the automated classifying system for electrocardiograms recognition (ECG) of healthy and sick persons, based only on high-frequency components of ECG signal with the use of statistical images recognition is offered. Cardiograms of two groups of patients were studied: healthy and those who came through myocardial infarction. The first step of classification method is ECG wavelet decomposition to the 4th level and allocation of four high-frequency ECG components. The choice of the 4th decomposing level is explained by the fact that the first four high-frequency components represent high ECG frequencies from 30 to 350 Hz, and low-frequency component represents the undistorted smoothed ECG signal cleared of high-frequency oscillations. In case of more deep signal expansion the following high-frequency component has frequency spectrum to 30 Hz, and low frequency component is significantly distorted. For each of the first four components of wavelet decomposition there is a number of ECG numerical signs, including energy, entropy and frequency characteristics, 21 signs in total. During the second step reduction of the dimension of the feature space by using scatter matrix is made for two chosen ECG groups. It has turned out that the reduced feature space is one-dimensional. Histograms of values of this one-dimensional feature for groups of healthy and sick persons are constructed. The third step is finding of the dividing constant which is able to distinguish both groups of ECG records. For testing 96 ECG records of patients with normal cardiograms and 120 ECG records of the patients who came through myocardial infarction are used. Only three features (3%) of 96 given features values of the first group are referred by the classifier to patients group and only 20 features (< 17%) of 120 given features values of the second patients group are referred by the classifier to ECG group of healthy persons. Considering that for each patient the system determines 12 features by 12 standard assignments, testing results show well classification accuracy.
Materials and methods

Materials
For classification system creation and its testing ECG data sets of two groups are studied: healthy persons with normal ECG data and patients who recently came through myocardial infarction (MI). For the analysis digitized 30 seconds long cardiosignals made on the highresolution cardiograph (1028 counts per second) "Cardiotekhnika -4000, by EcgShell" were used. The cardiosignal is registered on 8 standard channels: L -left hand (+) and right hand (−), F -left leg (+) and right hand (−) and six chest leads marked as C 1 − C 6 . Of 8 cardiograph channels L, F , C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C 6 there are 12 so called standard leads [14] : I, II, III, aV R, aV L, aV F , V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V 6 according to formulae:
8 seconds long fragments were chosen from ECG records of each of 12 leads, wavelet decomposition and features calculation are made for them. All calculations are performed in MATLAB system [13] using wavelet analysis package MATLAB Wavelet Toolbox. Functions of this wavelet analysis package provide correct processing of boundary values at filters action by symmetric signal continuation. Thus, for each patient 24 ECG fragments were studied.
During the construction of classifying system ECG records of two groups of patients were used. The first group of ECG records of healthy persons contains 96 ECG fragments for four persons aged from 21 to 27. The second group of ECG records of the patients who recently came through myocardial infarction (subacute period) contains 120 ECG fragments for five patients aged from 44 to 55. For testing 96 ECG fragments of four healthy persons aged from 21 to 56 years and 120 ECG fragments for five patients aged from 45 to 57 years which recently came through myocardial infarction (subacute period) were used. All data contain only ECG records and information about patient's age. Cardiograms' analysis for the purpose of the diagnosis was not made.
Methods
Wavelet-decomposition
The key elements of wavelet-analysis are two functions: the scaling function ϕ(t) and the wavelet function ψ(t), satisfying equations
2)
where, h k and g k are the low and high-pass filter coefficients, respectively. Moreover, it is usually assumed that the set {ϕ(t − k); k ∈ Z} is an orthonormal basis of a subspace V 0 ⊂ L 2 (R). Let V j be the closed subspace in L 2 (R) generated by the functions { √ 2 j ϕ(2 j t−k); k ∈ Z}, j ∈ Z. Then from equation (2.1) follows
Thus, the scaling function ϕ generates a multiresolution representation in L 2 (R).
Definition 2.1. (Multiresolution Representation).We define a multiresolution representation in L 2 (R) as a sequence of closed subspaces V j , j ∈ Z, of L 2 (R), satisfying the following properties:
The functions ϕ j,k (t) =
form an orthonormal basis of the subspace V j . Then the representation of a signal f (t) in the scale V j is given by the formula
The coefficients a j,k = f, ϕ j,k , k ∈ Z are called the approximation coefficients (or low-pass coefficients) of the function f (t) on the scale V j . In the limit, j → ∞, the scaling function tends to the Dirac delta function; hence the corresponding low-pass coefficient a j,k tends to the value of the function at location k. This allows us to take its representation A j (f ) in the scale V j instead of the function f (t) for a sufficiently large j = j 0 . Instead of the values of the function f (t), we can consider its approximation coefficients a j,k (for a sufficiently large j = j 0 ).
For
The wavelet functions
form an orthonormal basis of the subspace W j−1 . Then the representation of a signal f (t) in the scale V j is given by the formula
The coefficients
are called the coefficients of details (or high-pass coefficients) of the function f (t) in the scale W j−1 .
Thus we obtain two representations:
The coefficients a j−1,k and d j−1,k are expressed in terms of a j,k by formulas
You can repeat the wavelet decomposition procedure (2.4) N times. Then we obtain the decomposition of V j into an orthogonal direct sum
If initially the signal was represented by the coefficients a j,k , now we have obtained the approximation coefficients a j−N,k on a smaller scale V j−N and the set of high-frequency coefficients d j−s,k :
This is the discrete wavelet-transform. For more details, see [3] and [12] .
If the initial signal f (t) is discrete, then its values S k = f (∆ · k), k ∈ Z can be taken as initial coefficients, a j,k = S k . In this case, the array of values S = {S k } is decomposed into two arrays of coefficients: The array A 1 represents smoothed part of signal and it is called approximation coefficient array. The D 1 array represents details in which the initial signal S differs from its smoothed part. The result of filter {h n } action is low-frequency approximation of the signal. The result of filter action {g n } is high-frequency part of the signal. The filters {h n } and {g n } are also used for signal reconstruction S = {S n } using the formula:
During multi-level wavelet analysis the procedure of wavelet decomposition (2.8) is used many times to approximation coefficient array. It can be represented schematically as follows ( fig. 1 ):
Reconstruction of the initial signal is made consistently in reverse order. If we apply the reconstruction procedure to only one set of coefficients, and all other coefficients are taken as zero, then we obtain a part of the signal corresponding to one set of coefficients. We will call this part the component of a signal. The components of the signal, reconstructed only by coefficients of details D 1 , D 2 , ..., D N , will be called high-frequency components of signal S and will be denoted as RecD 1 , RecD 2 , ..., RecD N , respectively ( Fig. 2) .
For example, RecD 2 is the signal component, reconstructed on the following set of wavelet coefficients {0, D 2 , 0, . . . , 0}, where 0 means the array from zeros. Similarly, low-frequency components RecA 1 , RecA 2 ,. . . , RecA N came out by reconstruction only of one set of approximating coefficients. The sum of all signal components RecD 1 , RecD 2 , . . . , RecD N and RecA N is equal to the original signal:
Feature space
For every high-frequency decomposition components RecD 1 , RecD 2 , . . . , RecD N many various statistical, frequency and stochastic characteristics can be calculated:
• maximum absolute value;
• dispersion;
• L 1 -and L 2 -energy;
• relative L 2 -energy;
• maximum value of the power spectrum;
• frequency, where maximum value of the power spectrum is achieved;
• Shannon's entropy;
• the Hurst exponent and other characteristics of randomness; • average value of instantaneous frequency of oscillations calculated on the basis of discrete Hilbert transform
Definitions of the listed parameters will be reminded. L 1 -energy of signal X = {x n } is the sum of elements' modules of x n , and L 2 -energy of signal X is the sum of squares of elements' modules of x n . Relative energy of signal component is the ratio of L 2 -energy of component to L 2 -energy of the entire signal. Discrete Fourier transform C = fft(X) of signal X = {x n } of length N is made according to the formula:
The obtained signal C = {c k } shows frequency properties of the array {x n }, therefore it is called a signal spectrum {x n }. As values {c k } can be complex, the so-called power spectrum of frequencies (frequency spectrum) calculated according to the formula is of interest:
The diagram of power spectrum P k (Fig. 3 ) is usually figured for values k in the range from 0 to the middle of N/2 as it is symmetric and it makes sense to consider only the frequencies which are smaller than Nyquist-frequencies corresponding to k = N/2. In figure 3 diagrams of power spectra for components of cardiosignals of two patients from different groups are given. As power of frequencies over 360 Hz are almost not noticeable in the figure, these diagrams are given in the range from 0 to 360 Hz. The Shannon's entropy is defined by the formula E(X) = − k x 2 k ln(x 2 k ). The behavior of signal components can be rather difficult and of randomness nature. The degree of randomness can be estimated by Hurst exponent. It represents a propensity score of process to trends. H > 0.5 value means that process dynamics directed to a certain side in the past most likely will lead to movement continuation in the same direction. If H < 0.5, then it is predicted that process will change its direction, and H = 0.5 means uncertainty. Calculation of Hurst exponent for the signal {x n } is usually made on the basis of the so-called RS analysis. Let's remember a classical RS method for Hurst exponent finding. Let the signal {x n } of length N be given. Then Hurst exponent H can be found from the ratio:
where S is a standard deviation with selective average m X , and R is the so-called range, accumulated deviation from average:
In MATLAB there is wfbmesti function which assesses the fractal Hurst index of H signals.
Hurst exponent is one of characteristics of randomness degree. Besides, according to the available one-dimensional data it is possible to construct dynamic system in multivariate phase space for which the observed variable will be one of coordinates, and system tracks lies on some set having fractal structure and fractional dimension. Therefore for the assessment of randomness of wavelet-coefficients and ECG signal component it is also possible to use such characteristics as: phase space dimension, fractal dimension and correlation dimension. It is possible to read about it in more detail in the work [12] where these characteristics Figure 3 : Power spectrum diagrams of wavelet components of a ECG signal when decomposition is to the 4th level on the interval from 0 to 360 Hz. On the left is for healthy patient, on the right -for sick patient were used for the analysis of high-frequency components of ECG signal, see also [1] where stochastic parameters were used for research EEG of healthy persons in comparison with EEG of patients with epilepsy. We will remind that Hilbert transform y(t) = H(x(t)) of the function x(t) is defined by the formula:
of course, if this integral exists in sense of a principal value. One of the basic properties of Hilbert transform is that H(H(x)) = −x. Then complex function z(t) = x(t)+iy(t) is eigenfunction for Hilbert transform: H(z(t)) = −iz(t). Let us write the function z(t) in complex form z(t) = A(t) e iθ(t) . Amplitude A(t) is defined as function module z(t), and instantaneous frequency ω of oscillations -by the formula ω = dθ dt , where θ(t) = arctan(y/x). In MATLAB there is a function z = hilbert(x) for Hilbert transform of discrete signal X. Then formula instfreq = Fs/(2*pi)*diff(unwrap(angle(z)));
gives instantaneous frequency of the signal.
For ECG studying it is possible to use all listed numerical signs or to choose some of them. Selected numerical characteristics of ECG decomposing components form a vector of features Y = [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ] in n-dimensional feature space.
Reduction of the feature space
Let us suppose that wavelet decomposition is done and feature vectors Y = [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ] are made for some set of ECG records. Features space can have too big n dimension that complicates creation of classifiers, as it assumes working with high order matrixes. It is desirable to somehow reduce its dimension without essential loss of information. It is accepted to carry out decrease of dimension by means of linear display of all space of features on some smaller subspace [4] , ch. 10. It is performed by A matrix, in which the number of columns m is less than number of lines n so that the initial vector Y after linear decomposition Z = A T Y is projected onto the vector Z, which dimension m is significantly less (for example, 2 or 3, then it is possible to visualize classifiers in two-or three-dimensional space).
The reduction matrix A can be defined in several various ways. The main idea of these methods is in defining the direction in which dispersion of features' vector Y is the biggest by means of covariance matrix analysis. This direction is considered to be the most informative [4] , ch. 10.
If Y data consist of several classes (for example, ECG features of sick and healthy persons), then it is necessary to choose such subspace of the most informative features which is the most effective from the point of view of classes' divisibility. Discriminant analysis procedure which at the same time gives dimensions and divides classes is based on scatter matrixes [4] , ch. 10.
It can be described as follows: Let us suppose that we have N vectors of n-dimensional
It is also supposed that elements of this data set can be divided into some number of c classes. In this case n is a number of extracted features after the wavelet analysis of ECG signal and N is a number of decomposed fragments of ECG data. In other words, all set of basic data {Y i , i = 1, . . . , N } can be divided into c subsets {Y (k) i , i = 1, . . . , N k , k = 1, . . . , c}. In our case, the number of classes c is equal to two: ECG of normal persons and sick patients.
Scatter matrix S w within the classes shows dispersion of features concerning vectors of expected value of classes
where P k is probabilities of getting into a certain class within all data set, E{ } is the operator of the expected value, M k = E{Y (k) } . In practice these values are approximated by selective estimates:
Scatter matrix S b between classes shows vectors dispersion of expected values around average value of mixture and is defined as follows:
(2.11)
To obtain criterion of classes divisibility and the choice of optimum features, some number which increases at increase of dispersion between classes or at reduction of dispersion within the class is linked to these matrixes. There are different approaches which consider these two requirements. In this article the following criterion is accepted [4] , ch. 10.:
where tr{} is a trace of square matrix and λ i are eigenvalues of the matrix S w −1 S b . Now it is necessary to choose such subspace of features which maximizes criterion J 1 . Let us consider the matrix A = [Ψ 1 Ψ 2 . . . Ψ m ] created as a set of columns Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 , . . . , Ψ m which are eigenvectors of matrix S w −1 S b , which correspond to m the biggest eigenvalues of this matrix: λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ m ≥ λ m+1 ≥ . . . λ n . Then transition from full space of features to the given space of features is made by projection Z = A T Y on vectors Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 , . . . , Ψ m with the help of matrix A. Herewith some information is lost. Every eigenvector Ψ i bears the amount of information which corresponds to the value of the corresponding eigenvalue λ i . Therefore the relative measure of the saved information can be calculated as follows:
Results of reduction of dimension with index of informational content which are higher than 85% are considered as satisfactory.
Despite some loss of information, reduction of dimension improves divisibility between classes and facilitates the task of classification. Besides, reduction of dimension allows to visualize results. It is very difficult to analyze any classifier in 21-dimensional space of features (as in this work) and it is almost impossible to present it.
During reduction Z = A T Y of features space the reducing matrix A of dimension of n-on-m mapping each of vectors Y sets of basic data on the corresponding m-dimensional vector Z. Therefore, vectors Z are also divided into c subsets {Z
. . , c}. Now the task is in creation of classifiers, i.e. of functions which divide all these subsets.
Linear classifiers
The algorithm of classification assumes the division of patients into two groups (healthy and those who had myocardial infarction (MI)). Therefore it is possible to use linear classifiers. Let us remind their construction [4] , ch. 4, 10. The linear classifier has the form of linear heterogeneous function h(Z) = V T Z + v 0 , where Z is m-dimensional vector of data received after dimension reduction, V is vector of coefficients and v 0 is a constant term. If h(Z) > 0, then Z belongs to the first class ω 1 , and if h(Z) < 0, then Z belongs to the second class ω 2 .
Expected values and dispersions of function h(Z) for each class ω i are set by formulae:
For finding optimum values V and v 0 a criterion in the form of some function f (η 1 , η 2 , σ 2 1 , σ 2 2 ) is usually used, its critical points define required optimum values. One of widespread criteria is [4] , ch. 4, 10:
This function measures the dispersion between classes (around zero) normalized by dispersion within a class. Then optimum values V and v 0 turn out in [4] , ch. 4:
(2.16)
Results and discussion
For creation of the classifying system ECG records of two groups of patients were used. The first group of ECG records of healthy persons contains 96 ECG fragments for four persons aged from 21 to 27. The second group of ECG records of patients who have recently came through myocardial infarction (subacute period) contains 120 ECG fragments for five patients aged from 44 to 55. Let us remind that the initial cardiosignals were 30 seconds long with sampling rate of 1028 counts per second. For wavelet decomposition and calculation of features two fragments of signal 8 seconds long each were chosen from each ECG record.
Wavelet selecting
In the wok the orthogonal Meyer wavelet dmey is used, which is derived from Meyer wavelet [12] of infinite impulse response by truncation of its filter to 102 members. It has the carrier on the interval [0,101] and central frequency Fr = 0.6634 Hz. The choice of this wavelet is explained by well localization of frequency spectra of signal components. The point is that this wavelet has the widest frequency spectrum among orthogonal wavelet with the compact carrier. In it the frequencies which are in rather large surrounding area of its center frequency are equally provided 0.6634 Hz. For this reason it provides well expansion of the signal into the items corresponding to certain frequency bands. As ECG sampling rate is 1028 counts per second, in the spectrum of the digitized signal frequencies up to 514 Hz will be provided. Therefore in case of the first level of Meyer wavelets' decomposition it will single out signal elements with the highest frequencies close to center frequency of the first level of decomposition, equal to Fr1 = 0.6634*514 = 340.99 Hz. In case of the second and following levels these frequencies decrease sequentially twice.
Wavelet decomposition
Decomposing of ECG signal to the 4th level is made: S → {D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , D 4 , A 4 } (Fig. 2) . For signal components we have:
Frequency spectrum of power of the first component RecD 1 is concentrated within the limits of 220 to 350 Hz, for the second component RecD 2 within the limits of 120 to 200 Hz, for the third component RecD 3 -of 60 to 90 Hz and for the fourth one -of 25 to 70 Hz (Fig. 3) . The choice of the 4th level of decomposition is explained by the fact that low-frequency component RecA 4 represents the undistorted smoothed ECG signal cleared of high-frequency oscillations (Fig. 2) . In case of more deep expansion of the signal the following high-frequency component RecD 5 has frequency spectrum to 30 Hz, and the low-frequency component RecA 5 is significantly distorted. Let us remind that one of the purposes of this work is to show that high-frequency numerical characteristics can be successfully used in ECG classification. Wavelet decomposition of a signal S is made by the following MATLAB command:
[c,l] = wavedec(S,4,'dmey');
As a result there is the structure [c,l], which contains a set of wavelet-coefficients {D 1 , . . . , 
Feature space and its reduction
As it was noted in section Feature space, for every high-frequency ECG decomposing component RecD 1 , RecD 2 , RecD 3 , RecD 4 it can be calculated to 10 various statistical, frequency and stochastic characteristics. In total there are 40 features for ECG. In the course of work those features which influence was very little (i.e. the corresponding elements of reduction matrix A are small) and those features using of which gave bad results of groups' division have been removed. As a result of such analysis it has turned out that the most suitable feature set for classification aims is the following:
• maximum absolute component value;
• L 2 -energy of the component;
• maximum value of the power spectrum of the component;
• Hurst exponent (only for RecD 4 component);
These features are calculated for every component RecD 1 , RecD 2 , RecD 3 , RecD 4 . As a result there are 21 features for one ECG record. The specified features form the vector of 21-dimensional space of features. Because of such high dimension it is inconvenient to conduct ECG researches taking into account all features. The reduction procedure described in section 2.2.3 will be applied. Let us calculate scatter matrixes S w and S b according to the formulae (2.9) -(2.11), then find eigenvalues λ i and eigenvectors Ψ i , i = 1, . . . , 21 of S w˘1 S b matrix. For this procedure in MATLAB there are [12] function:
[Psi,Lambda] = eig(inv(Sw)*Sb).
The eigenvalues Lambda are arranged in descending. Eigenvectors Psi are normalized. According to the procedure stated above it is necessary to choose the subspace of features which is formed by eigenvectors Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 , . . . , Ψ m with the greatest values of eigenvalues λ i , i = 1, . . . , m.
As a result of calculations it has turned out that value of the first eigenvalue λ i is approximately equal to 3.4124, and other eigenvalues have the exponent 10 −13 and lower. That is why the reduced space of features is one-dimensional and formed by eigenvector (column) Ψ 1 . Reduction matrix A consists of one column, A = [Ψ 1 ] and affects the full vector of features Y = [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y 21 ] T as projection Z = A T Y to the one-dimensional space generated by vector Ψ 1 of single length. Relative measure of the saved information at dimension reduction makes approximately 100%.
During projection of features vectors to one-dimensional space it has turned out that value Z accepts values ranging from −2.6 × 10 −4 to −0.97 × 10 −4 . Values' distribution of Z feature is shown on histograms (Fig. 4) separately for the first group of healthy and the second group of sick persons.
Linear classifier construction
As it was determined in the previous section, the reduced feature space is one-dimensional and can be derived by projection Z = Ψ T 1 Y in one-dimensional space generated by vector Ψ 1 . 
Testing of the classifying system
For testing 96 ECG fragments of four healthy persons aged from 21 to 56 and 120 ECG fragments of five sick persons aged from 45 to 57 who recently came through myocardial infarction (subacute period) are used. For these groups features vectors are created and space reduction of features to one-dimensional space is made, formed by eigenvector Ψ 1 for eigenvalue λ 1 . Relative measure of the saved information during reduction of the dimension is approximately 100%. For classification the dividing value z 0 = −0.0001859 received in the previous section is used. During vectors reduction of features to one-dimensional space it has turned out that value Z take values in the range from от −2.5 · 10 −4 to −0.8 · 10 −4 . Values distribution of Z sign for groups of the tested patients is shown on histograms in Figure 5 .
The data submitted in (Fig. 5 ) show that only three features (3%) of 96 given features values of the first group are carried by the classifier to group of sick persons (there are values which are smaller than the dividing constant z 0 ) and only 20 signs (<17%) of 120 given features values of the second group are carried by the classifier to ECG group of healthy persons (there are values which are bigger than the dividing constant z 0 ). Let us remind that during ECG record of the patient about 12 assignments are registered. For each assignment the classifier defines whether the ECG assignments belong to ECG-healthy type of persons, or it has some properties typical of the patients who had MI. When testing it has turned The classifier defines ECG problems in 9 leads. Therefore this patient (the first author) does not belong to the group of healthy persons, and it is true. At the same time, the average value equal to −0.1205 × 10 −3 is close to zero, therefore there are no bases to put this patient into the second group of the persons who had MI. Also, the cardiogram of the second author is studied. In this case values of the classifying function for all 12 leads of ECG are positive. The second author is attributed by the qualifier to "healthy" group, and it is also true.
Conclusion
Based on the wavelet analysis, a classification system has been constructed that reliably separates groups of healthy and sick patients. Positive results of testing show that highfrequency ECG wavelet-components carry essential diagnostic information concerning ECG. Such a system can be used as a complement to classification systems based on analysis of the wave complexes and PQRSTU segments for more accurate and informative separation of patient groups.
